The Hellenization of Christianity. His return to authentic scriptures, as opposed to the Confucianizing "Five Shinto Scriptures" of the outer shrine lineage, which actually are no older than the thirteenth century, suggests Protestant modernity, while Catholic modernity is parodied in his inclusivist theology, according to which Amaterasu is "not only the sun god of our Empire, but the all-embracing sun god that illuminates China, India and all other lands as well." Faced with the view that Amaterasu is "a god who has long since died in the Age of the Gods—a gross sacrilege and the extreme of horror," he affirms his possession of a uniquely valuable revelation: "It is pitiful indeed that in other lands the true traditions of the Age of the Gods have all these years gone unknown" (p. 15). That is transparently absurd to Western readers, but it prompts the suspicion that our own traditions, when threatened, have been just as fatuous in their response.

The failure of the Chinese to understand that their food originates from "the benevolence of Toyouke no Okami" is explained as follows: "because this is a foreign country, people there have not the slightest notion of the truth" (p. 19). The xenophobia underlying exclusivist and inclusivist theologies is here laid bare. As is often the case in Christian theology too, Norinaga's philological acuteness is at the service of an orthodoxy that feeds on shadows: "The reason I elaborate upon the matter so extensively, is that I from the bottom of my heart long to make the people who think that there is no god more prominent than Kuni no Tokotachi no Mikoto recognize their error, to correct immediately the old theory that this god resides in the Outer Shrine, and to make apparent the true, most august benevolence of Toyouke no Okami" (p. 31). History is full of such impassioned religious utterances, and they must be taken with a pinch of salt. The critical coolness that is needed to trace them back to their all-too-human sources must however not make us insensitive to whatever authentic ethical and religious experience may underlie them. Such discernment is the supreme challenge of "religious studies."


Studies on Shugendo in Western languages have so far taken a Religious Studies approach, focusing on its historical development as an example of Japanese syncretistic religion, or on a description of its activities and rituals.
Irit Averbuch’s study is mainly concerned with “the confluence of religion and dance in the context of Japanese folk religion” (p. 2), specifically the yamabushi tradition of Hayachine Kagura. It is “a case study to examine the manner in which the yamabushi tradition of mountain asceticism (Shugendo) has influenced the religious life and culture of rural Japan, and the way its rituals and doctrines are transformed into a stage performance” (pp. 2–3). It thus adds another important dimension to Western-language studies on this complex subject, and provides another window through which to view the development of these religious ideas and practices in Japan.

*The Gods Come Dancing* opens with a brief but useful overview of Japanese folk religion, kagura and the folk performing arts, Shugendo, and the study of dance and religion. Though frustratingly brief, the Introduction succeeds in providing the basic background for the main focus of the work, the Hayachine Kagura, and background information is supplemented somewhat in later chapters. The ground is thus laid for the remaining chapters to discuss the kagura in detail: the history and context of the kagura around Mt. Hayachine; the setting of the kagura performance; detailed descriptions of various dances—*shiki mai*, the dance of the mountain god (*yama no kami mai*), *gongen mai*—; and a more general discussion of the kagura performance in terms of both its human and divine audience.

The bulk of the book thus consists of detailed descriptions of kagura performances. At the risk of sounding Philistine, I must admit that I found the long descriptions of the dances tedious. But, after all, kagura is a performance art that begs for viewing—with sounds, sights, and smells—much more than for description. The inclusion of fourteen pages of pictures does rectify the situation to a certain extent, but what this subject really needs is a multimedia presentation. The author admits to having made some films of the performances, and an integrated visual, audio, and text format would be much more useful and appealing than the limits presented by the current book format. As the author herself admits, “the kagura’s concrete manifestation or execution is at least as important as its abstract existence, for performance is what best expresses its eternal nature” (p. 261).

This study is aptly summarized in a short but moving conclusion which underscores that “Hayachine Kagura illustrates how deeply the Shugendo tradition has penetrated the life of rural Japan, and how it has even survived the demise of its own practitioners, the yamabushi, by translating itself into a performing art that perpetuates its world view through dance” (p. 257) Averbuch points out the importance of the ludic aspects of religion in Japan (“having fun is sacred”), and shows how kagura reflects its religious roots in blurring the boundaries between the human and the divine. We have Averbuch to thank for giving us a guided glimpse of this world, and for providing a few of the interconnected pieces to the puzzle of the Japanese religious landscape.
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